Below are the merit and demo vacancies for the Program Manager position which serves as the Director for the Institute of Pacific Islands Forestry located at the Pacific Southwest Research Station, Hilo, HI.

This position will be filled in one of the following series depending on candidate experience: Supervisory Social Science Analyst (GS-0101-14/15) or Supervisory Biologist (GS-0401-15/15) or Supervisory Physical Scientist (GS-1301-14/15).

**Vacancy opens today, 23 January and closes 11 February.**

This announcement is open to US Citizens.

Demo Announcement - **13-2756-0114DP-EB:**
[https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/336218200](https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/336218200)

Further information on Pacific Southwest Research Station and the Hawaii location are accessible from the PSW web site:


Please share widely, Thank you! –Alex

**Alexander L. Friend, PhD**
Director, Pacific Southwest Research Station
**USDA Forest Service**
800 Buchanan St. Albany, CA 94710
Office: (510) 559-6310; Cell: (510) 423-8039
Exec. Asst: Wendy Powell (510-559-6322/6300)